
We turn ideas into works of art



HAR'T is a showroom that displays furniture, 
product designs, security doors and full 
interior  finishing solutions for commercial 
and residential projects.

Our first guaranteed advantage is that this 
showroom is located in a satragetic area:
Mirna Chalouhi highway,with other 
wellknown companies like Kitchen Avenue
 and Antaki group. 

The buidling is serving the client's /or 
project's request and need from A to Z.

Moreover, the showroom will target
architects, carpenters, developers 
and private costumers.

It is a big investmnet; 
However this will lead to a bigger success!
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ABET LAMINATI Founded in the end of the 1950s, Abet Laminati is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of decorative 
laminate. The company has always given prominence to the relationship between design and culture.

Over the years, Abet Laminati has worked with top designers such as Giorgetto Giugiaro, Ettore Sottsass,
Alessandro Mendini, Mario Bellini, Enzo Mari, Joe Colombo, Francois Burkhardt, Paola Navone, Karim Rashid,
Konstantin Grcic, Ugo Nespolo, Giulio Iacchetti and many others: thanks to these collaborations Abet Laminati 
has given its contribute to the development of design. 
The most important examples are Alchymia and Memphis, born in the end of the Seventies and in the 
beginning of the Eighties.

Over the years Abet Laminati has improved its laminates researching new decors and textures capable of arousing 
curiosity, awakening emotions, bringing inspiration. 
The laminate has gained an identity that can always be different: with Abet Laminati the laminates are always 
in continuous evolution.

In more than 50 years of its history, Abet Laminati has always given such a great importance to business 
requests and cultural changes and has continued to invest resources in technology and creativity, working 
on productimage in order to offer original and different products, constantly enlarging its Collection.
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Golden Door has operated in the door sector for the last 25 years, designing and manufacturing stylish security 
and internal doors. 
Its many years of experience, innovative products and reliability make it a leader in the industry. It constantly 
invests in new equipment, modernising its facilities, aiming to the high standards of its products. 
Automated production, in conjunction with its human resources, provide a high level of service to consumers.

Golden Door aims at the continuous improvement of its products, following the trends and needs of 
contemporary design. 
Thanks to its flexibility, it constantly expands its product range and adapts to the needs of each market, 
constantly increasing its export activity in over 15 countries worldwide.

Focusing on security, style and reliability, Golden Door has managed to make its name a synonym for 
uncompromising quality.

GOLDEN DOOR
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PBA product is now available in more than 50 countries around the world. 

It is the italian company for doors handles, pull bars, lockable pulls and glass door patches, installed in some of the most 
prestigious projects around the world.

PBA
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Easystone is the first ever-created stone plaster. It is a revolutionary  solution for the construction industry. 

It's real stone with a technological advantage. 

The breakthrough of Easystone transforms real stone into powder that becomes real stone again once water is added.
This makes it the ultimate solution to cover the facades of buildings, interior walls and any plastered surface. 

Given its flexibility, ease of use and cost-effectiveness, it is ideal for all types of projects: 

EASYSTONE

 . Outdoor building facades
 . Indoor surfaces
 

. Retail complexes

. Office blocks
. Walls
. Columns

. Compounds

. Steel surfaces
. Wooden surfaces
. Any plastered surface
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Our acoustic panels are developed to absorb andreduce ambient noise. This creates a remarkably pleasant feeling
of comfort, even in crowded areas with a lot of background noise.
This improved comfort is obtained because sound in these specific perforated walls is converted into mechanical 
dissipation.
Multiple choices in finishes provide unlimited possibilities towards the architect or designer.
Our Print Acoustics® panels provide acoustic solutions for fixed or movable partitions, cabinets, wall cladding,
interior doors, projects (including hospitals, retirement homes, schools, offices, sports centers, cinemas, recording
studios, stores...).

TRIPLACO



HAR'T
THE INTERIOR
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THE
PLAN



ENTRANCE DOOR



SUPPLIER WALL
AND MAKE YOUR OWN



FURNITURE
DESIGN WALL



HART WALL
AND STOOLS



ZEKRAYAT
COLLECTION



VINTAGE
COLLECTION



LOCKERS
WITH CNC



SUPPLIER WALL
AND MAKE YOUR OWN



CNC WALL
AND FURNITURE



CONFERENCE
AND DINING AREA



MEETING AREA
AND ACOUSTIC WALL



HOTEL ZONE



SECURITY DOOR
AND INTERNAL DOOR



DINING  WALL



EXTERIOR WALL CLADDING
AND SECURITY DOOR



EXTERIOR WALL CLADDING
AND SECURITY DOOR



EXTERIOR WALL CLADDING
AND SECURITY DOOR



EXTERIOR WALL CLADDING
AND DECKING



SECURITY DOOR


